Contrast-enhanced ultrasound characteristics of breast cancer: correlation with prognostic factors.
The purpose of the work described here was to investigate the correlation of contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) characteristics with prognostic factors in breast cancer. Forty-five consecutive breast cancer patients were studied with CEUS. All patients were diagnosed with invasive ductal carcinoma on the basis of biopsy or surgery results. Lack of blood perfusion of the tumor was identified in 2 cases; blood perfusion was observed in 43 cases. Enhancement was heterogeneous in 25 cases, and centripetal in 25 cases. A blood perfusion defect was present in 27 cases. Enhancement shape was irregular in 37 cases, margins were poorly defined in 34 cases, and penetrating vessels were present in 32 cases. Compared with the surrounding normal tissue, tumor tissue had faster rising times and times to peak and higher peak intensities and wash-in slopes; the differences between the two groups were statistically significant (p < 0.05). Compared with the interior of the tumor, the periphery had faster times to peak and higher peak intensities and wash-in slopes (p < 0.05). Heterogeneous enhancement, perfusion defect, centripetal enhancement and penetrating vessels were correlated with prognosis (p < 0.05). Overall, some CEUS characteristics of breast cancer were associated with prognostic factors that can predict breast cancer prognosis in vivo.